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Abstract 

The study was conducted through the use of household questionnaires that was 

administered by trained surveyors. Results indicated that though most of the 

respondents knew about state and national conservation initiatives, less than half (46%) 

of respondents were aware of the MC. About 50% of respondents indicated they 

participated in fishing related activities and less than a quarter reported they grew 

household crops (23%). These activities were mainly done for food consumption rather 

than income generation. Koror State respondents (40%) reported no reliance on self-

caught fish, instead they relied a little more on local market fish. Furthermore, 55% of 

respondents indicated that they had never participated in natural resource planning and 

decision making, while only 7.5% of respondents were always or often a participant in 

such activities. These low figures indicate the need for an increased level of interest and 

participation from community members in decision-making activities. 

Introduction and Context 

Socio-economic studies are conducted to provide quantitative results that aid resource 

managers and relevant stakeholders in effectively managing their protected areas. In 

Micronesia, Palau and four other member countries committed to the Micronesia 

Challenge (MC) conservation initiative with the goal to conserve 30% of near shore and 

20% of terrestrial areas across Micronesia by the year 2020. As such, in Palau, the 

Protected Areas Network (PAN) became Palau’s way of achieving these goals. 

Moreover, the purpose of this socioeconomic study is to assess the effectiveness of the 
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PAN sites in improving the livelihood outcomes of the locals directly affected by these 

protected areas. The results presented in this report are based on the state of Koror.  

Veitayaki (1997: 124) notes that “nearly all of the marine management systems now 

being tried in contemporary societies were used in some form in traditional Pacific 

Island management systems.” These have included actions such as closed seasons 

and/or areas, size and catch limitations, equipment control and prohibitions. The PAN, 

implemented across Palau, in many ways pays close tribute to the local traditional 

marine management system – Bul – that has been in place for many decades.  

In a broad-brush manner, the literature on implementing protected areas, particularly 

marine areas, points to their lack of success, especially in developing countries (e.g. 

Cinner, 2007; Johannes, 2002). While these studies promote a rather grim prognosis for 

protected areas, ambitious calls to establish more conservations areas continues today 

(Mora et al., 2006). 

Most of the studies that have been conducted on the effectiveness and sustainability of 

protected areas are focused on biological and ecological indicators. While it is important 

to see the outcomes of these studies to conserving resources, it is equally important to 

understand the views and perceptions of the local communities – as Johannes (1978) 

puts it, understanding the viewpoint of the “conserver.” Thus, this is the core incentive 

for undertaking this study. What makes this study novel is that it builds on a limited 

knowledge base of empirical data on local people’s behaviours, support for, and 

perceptions of the protected areas, not only in Palau, but globally (Bartlett et al., 2009). 
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Since 2013, in conjunction with biological surveys being conducted in Palau's MPA's, 

the Palau International Coral Reef Center (PICRC) has been conducting socioeconomic 

surveys in all states with PAN MPAs. With this project, an understanding of these social 

factors can help policy makers and stakeholders make well informed decisions in the 

management of the protected areas in their respective states.  

Therefore, the aim of this study, conducted in Koror State, is to assess the community's 

overall perspective and understanding of its designated PAN sites. The first objective of 

the study is to gauge community involvement in the PAN sites' management. Secondly, 

evaluating community members’ knowledge of their protected areas to assess 

management effectiveness. And finally, understanding the community's perceptions of 

the impacts of the conservation areas to their individual livelihood.   

Methods and Study Site 

Methods 

For this study, a structured household questionnaire was administered across the state 

of Koror. The criteria for this survey required the surveyed state to have at least one 

registered marine protected area under the PAN. Since this study focused on the 

household level, only one individual over the age of 18 years old, who is considered a 

head of the household, was interviewed. Additionally, to ensure that there is a gender 

balance across the sample size, local data collectors were asked to alternate between 

sexes when interviewing heads of the households, whenever possible. 
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Because of the large sample size across a broad geographical area, this method of data 

collection was the most appropriate and most efficient. Moreover, the main objectives of 

the household questionnaires were to ascertain:  

- Socio-demographic data of the respondents and their household; 

- Livelihood activities and household income levels; 

- Food and water security at the household level; and 

- Individual views on the conservation areas in their State. 

Within the survey, the questions are directly aligned with indicators set by the 

Micronesia Challenge, Palau Indicators and PICRC's own indicators. A copy of the 

questionnaire is provided in Appendix 1. The questionnaire also broadly aligns with the 

Marine Protected Areas Management Effectiveness Initiative which was set up by the 

World Conservation Union’s World Commission on Protected Areas (Marine) and the 

World-Wide Fund for Nature, which had developed 16 indicators related to the socio-

economic dimensions of marine protected areas. 

Sample Size Calculator 

To determine the sample size for the baseline socioeconomic survey, the population 

size (the total number of households in the state) was determined through the 2015 

Palau National Census and through a household (HH) list provided by the Koror State 

Government. Since Koror State is the most populated state in Palau, to get an adequate 

sample size, the stratified random sampling method was used. The formula used was:  

● sample size of the strata= (size of the entire sample/population size) x strata size 

● sample size of hamlets= (overall sample size/population size of Koror) x hamlet 

population size 
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A sample size calculator (http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm) and the sample 

size table (http://research-advisors.com/tools/SampleSize.htm) was used to calculate 

the sample size for the site, setting the desired confidence interval (or, margin of error) 

at 5%, and confidence level at 95%.   

Table 1. Determining the sample size for each hamlet in Koror State using total 
household population in each hamlet. 

Hamlets HH Population Sample Size 

Ngermid 228 33 

Ngerkesoaol 157 23 

Ngerchemai 346 50 

Iyebukel 157 23 

Meketii 136 20 

Dngeronger 73 10 

Idid 129 19 

Ikelau 73 10 

Ngerbeched 334 48 

Medalaii 301 44 

Meyuns 204 30 

Ngerkebesang 133 19 

Total 2271 329 

 

Table 2. Overall sample size for Koror State 

State and 
Study Site 

Total Number 
of households 

Number of households 
to be surveyed (based 
on the sample size 
calculator) 

Total number of 
questionnaires 
collected 

Total 
Response 
Rate 

Koror 2, 271 329 322 97% 

 

In Koror, the total number of households was 2,271. From this population size, the 

sample size was determined to be 329. For this study, 329 households were required to 

be interviewed, and 322 questionnaires were collected, amounting to a 97% response 

rate.  
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Data Collection and Processing 

The household questionnaires were administered by local data collectors, who were 

trained by PICRC staff to collect data in an ethical and systematic manner. Survey 

questionnaires were deployed with the use of Amazon Kindle Fire 8 HD tablets, with the 

Open Data Kit (ODK) Collect application, an open-source software for data collection. 

The data was imported into an online server, and exported as an Excel spreadsheet. 

After data cleaning on Excel, the data was imported into the Statistical Package of the 

Social Sciences (SPSS) (v22.0), and analysed. For the purposes of this report as a 

baseline study, the analysis in the report are comprised of basic frequencies, 

percentages, means and sums.  

Below is a summary of the various indicators that were integrated into the household 

questionnaire:  

Micronesia Challenge (MC) Indicators: 

● MC1: Perception of change in food availability 

● MC2: Household participation in MC management planning or decision making 

● MC4: Change in violations and illegal activities related to fishing, harvesting and 

use of natural resources 

● MC8: Community awareness of MC 

● MC9: Community support for MC 

 

Palau Indicators: 

● PI1: Household food availability and sources 

● PI2: Household dependence on local food resources 

● PI3: Level of harvesting from local resources and their conditions (fishers and 

farmers) 

● PI4: Household income, expenses and subsistence distribution by source 

● PI5: Perception of quality and quantity of water 
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Local Management Plan:  

● MPA1: Knowledge of the names of the MPA 

● MPA2: Knowledge of the boundaries of the MPA 

● MPA2: Perceptions of management and regulations within MPA and other 

managed areas 

 

Study Site 

 

Figure 1. Satellite view of the Rock Islands Southern Lagoon (RISL) in Koror State. MPA’s are marked 
with red polygon. Credit: Rock Islands Southern Lagoon Area Management Plan: 2012-2016. 
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Results 

Socio-demographics 

In Koror, 91.5% of the respondents were Palauan citizens, while the 8.5% were foreign 

citizens – who are American, Filipino, Japanese, Chinese or other Micronesian descent. 

Of the respondents who were interviewed, 62% were male and 38% were female. 

Those interviewed ranged between 19 to 89 years of age and the mean age was 40 

years old. A little more than three-quarters of the respondents (77.8%) reported they 

have lived in Koror all their lives, while the rest has either lived more than 5 years 

(13.3%) or between 1-5 years (6.6%). In terms of marital status, 60% were married, 

29% were single, 9% were widowed, and 2% were divorced.  

Table 3. Socio-demographic information on respondents and their household (Bold 

denotes the highest percentage in each category.) 

Education (%) 
Traditional 
knowledge (%) 

Income (%) Land tenure (%) 
Participate in 
resource 
management (%) 

Up to 
elementary 
school 

2.5 None 13.8 
Government 
work 

40.6 
Traditional 
agreement 

8.9 Never 55.3 

Up to high 
school 

44.7 Some 60.5 
Pension/social 
security 

17.9 
Informal 
agreement 

5.4 Seldom 23.3 

Up to college 39.9 Extensive 25.7 
Private 
business 

22.4 Owns land 41.0 Sometimes 13.9 

Up to 
university 

12.3     No Income 8.0 
Leases from 
State 
Government 

34.6 Often 4.9 

None 0.3     Other  8.6 Private rental 10.2 Always 2.6 

 

In terms of a formal education, 44.7% of the respondents were high school graduates, 

while about 52% of respondents had attained either a college or university education. 

When asked about their level of traditional knowledge, 60% of Koror's residents had 
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some level of traditional knowledge, and 26% said they had an extensive level of 

traditional knowledge. Furthermore, residents reported their predominant sources of 

income were: (1) government work (41%), (2) private business (22.4%), and (3) 

pension/social security (18%). About 41% of the residents owned the land they lived on, 

while about 35% lived on lands leased from the state government (Table 2).  

In regards to participation in resource management, 55.3% reported they have never 

participated in resource management and decision making. About 37.2% said they 

seldom or sometimes participated, and only 7.5% often or always participated in 

decision-making activities (Table 2).  

On average, households consisted of 3 individuals. Figure 2 shows the sum of people 

within each age group living in Koror State, while Figure 3 shows the average size of 

households. 

 

Figure 2. People in each age group living in the surveyed households. 
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Figure 3. Percent of households in each size categories. 

Income and Livelihood activities 

One key focus of the study was to identify the main income and subsistence livelihood 

activities of each surveyed household. About 22% of respondents did not wish to share 

their monthly income level. However, 24% of those who indicated their income level, 

earned between $500 - $1,000, while 15% said they earned a monthly income less than 

$500. Furthermore, only 11% reported earning more than $2,500 per month (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Monthly household income 

 

On average, 52% of all respondents indicated no changes to their household income 

and expenditures, as a result of the conservation areas in Koror State, while 26% were 

not sure if the conservation areas had affected their income and expenditures (Table 4). 

 

Table 4. The reported effects of the conservation areas on household income and expenses. 

(Bold denotes the highest percentage in each category.) 

 Greatly 
increased 

Somewhat 
increased 

Not  
Changed 

Somewhat 
decreased 

Greatly 
decreased 

Don’t 
know 

Household 
income 

4 8.1 56 3.4 1.3 27.2 

Household 
expenses 

9.7 12.3 48.7 2.7 0.3 26.3 

 

Respondents also reported their household’s key subsistence livelihood activities, which 

included fishing, harvesting invertebrates, farming crops and rearing livestock. About 
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49% reported that at least one member of their household participates in fishing related 

activities. Of those households that participated in fishing related activities, 39% 

indicated they only fish for food consumption, and 9% fished for both food and income 

generation. In terms of harvesting invertebrates, 81% of the respondents do not harvest 

invertebrates, while 19% say they do. Out of those who harvest invertebrates, 15% 

harvest only for food, and 2.3% harvest for both food and income (Figure 5). The 

majority of all surveyed households fished or harvested invertebrates on a weekly 

and/or monthly basis. 

On average, about 23% of the surveyed residents reported they farmed crops. Of those 

who farmed, they grew crops mainly for food (16%), but a few farmed for both food and 

income (5.6%). Majority of the surveyed residents (98%) indicated they did not rear 

livestock, but those who did mainly reared livestock for food and income generation 

(Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Level of resource use for each livelihood activities. 

Fishing Activities 

The top five fishing methods reported by the households that participated in fishing 

activities were: handline (72.4%), bottom fishing (58.4%), and spearfishing (free diving) 

(54.3%), rod and reel (38.6%) and trolling (35.7%) (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6. Methods used by households for fishing related activities. 

 

Respondents also reported on the species of fish they caught when they went fishing. 

The most commonly caught fish include keremlal (Lutjanus gibbus), mellemau (Scarus 

spp.), chum (Naso unicornis), meyas (Siganus fuscescens), and chudech (Lethrinus 

obsoletus). Majority of the respondents reported that fish were increasingly fewer in 

number and smaller in size.  

Harvesting Activities 

The invertebrates most commonly harvested are cheremrum and ngimes (sea 

cucumbers), oruer (Tridacna crocea), and kim (Tridacna spp.).  Often, these are eaten, 
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not sold. Those who do sell harvested invertebrates, often sell chemang (mangrove 

crabs). Almost all the respondents reported increasing difficulty in finding invertebrates 

to harvest. 

Threats and Solutions to Fisheries 

Of those who participate in fishing activities, 16% did not perceive any threats to their 

fisheries, while 20% reported some threats to their fisheries, as well as some suggested 

solutions.  

Some of the top threats mentioned included overharvesting/overfishing; pollution; 

sewage discharged directly into the ocean; tourism related activities; and unregulated 

fishing activities. As a solution to these threats, respondents suggested stronger 

enforcement on catch sizes and limits; enforce strict laws and fines for littering; better 

regulation on tourism activities; and a better sewage system that is not near the water.  

Livestock Rearing and Farming Activities 

About 98% of all residents indicated they did not rear livestock (pigs, chickens, etc.). 

Those who do, mostly keep livestock for income and food (2%).  

About 24% of respondents owned farms. The most grown crops by respondents were 

local crops such as garden vegetables (61.3%), betelnut (56.3%), taro (50%), tapioca 

(48.1%), and fruit trees (45%) (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7. Crops grown by households. 
 

 

Respondents who farmed mainly used green manure or compost to fertilize their crops. 

Overall, almost all farmers did not use pesticides (including insecticides, herbicides, and 

fungicides) on their household grown crops. 

 

Threats to Farming  

Some of the top concerns regarding farming included pests such as chickens, dogs and 

rats, as well as fruit flies. Some respondents also mentioned that the weather changes 

are affecting their plants, as it is getting too hot for the plants to handle. Some of the 

solutions that respondents offered included killing the pests, as well as using ashes to 

kill the plant diseases, and planting more trees to provide shade to their plants.  
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Food and Water Security 

Respondents were asked where their household’s food supply comes from, how often it 

was sourced and if this was different compared to five years ago. The results are shown 

in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Household’s food supply in comparison to five years ago (bold denotes highest 

percent in each food category). 

 Household Food Supply Now - how often (%) Compared to five years 
ago (%) 

A lot Moderate Little None More Same Less 

Household grown crops 
and/or vegetables  

4.7 11.4 19.0 64.9 13.4 62.7 23.4 

Local market crops and/or 
vegetables 

16.7 30.1 29.7 23.5 16.4 67.2 16.4 

Imported crops and/or 
vegetables 

24.9 28.9 21.3 24.9 19.8 70.5 9.7 

Self-caught marine 
resources 

10.1 21.4 27.9 40.6 15.0 65.8 18.8 

Local market marine 
resources 

6.3 20.6 44.2 28.9 12.8 66.9 19.8 

Imported marine resources 4.3 7.6 20.5 67.7 6.0 76.3 17.2 

Local freshwater resources 26.7 32.0 15.2 26.1 15.6 72.5 11.5 

Local land animals (pigs, 
birds, fruit bats) 

2.3 10.5 35.6 51.6 5.2 78.0 16.8 

Locally produced livestock 1.7 8.1 24.6 65.7 5.2 77.0 17.4 

Imported livestock (meat) 21.5 30.5 25.8 22.2 15.7 68.9 15.0 

Imported processed or 
canned foods from shop 

34.1 34.8 23.5 7.6 19.7 65.3 15.0 

 

An interesting observation was that Koror residents were not heavily reliant on self-

caught marine resources (40.6%), instead, are a little (44.2%) to moderately (20.6%) 

reliant on local market marine resources. This means that residents in Koror are more 

likely to buy fish from the local markets, rather than to catch the fish themselves. The 

residents also reported heavy consumption of processed or canned foods - little reliance 
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(23.5%), moderate (34.8%), and a lot (34.1%). Most of the respondents indicated their 

food preferences have not changed in the last five years (Table 5).  

Respondents were also asked questions regarding the access and quality of their 

household drinking water, as well as general use water. More than three-quarters of the 

respondents (78%) said they had access to safe drinking water, while 19.7% indicated 

they did not have access to safe drinking water. On the other hand, almost all (93.2%) 

reported having access to general use water (Figure 8). Respondents either collected 

rainwater in household tanks (41%), at village wells or taps (22%) or buy their water at 

the store (22%).   

 

Figure 8. Household water sources. 
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Views on the Conservation Areas 

Since one of the main foci of this study was to determine people's level of awareness of 

the different conservation initiatives, it was crucial to identify whether respondents have, 

at least, heard of the MC, PAN, bul, and state conservation areas. Of all the 

respondents, 82.7% reported having heard of the PAN, 93.3% know of the bul, while 

85.3% of respondents indicated they know of Koror’s state conservation areas. 

However, when asked about the MC, only 46.5% of respondents showed some 

awareness of the regional conservation initiative (Figure 9).  

 
Figure 9. Awareness of conservation initiatives in place in Palau. 

 

Overall, on average, about 36.7% of respondents reported having medium level of 

knowledge of the PAN, bul and Koror State conservation areas, while 32% reported 

having limited knowledge for all three initiatives (Figure 10). Further data is detailed in 

figure 10. More than half (53.9%) had no knowledge of the MC, though some has heard 

about it, but do not know what it is (Figure 10). Koror respondents rated their levels of 
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support for the conservation initiatives that are currently in place: extensive (23%), high 

(29%), medium (27%), limited (13%), and no support at all (9%). While an average of 

5% did not support the PAN, bul, and Koror state conservation areas, 20% of the 

respondents reported they did not support the MC at all (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 10. Level of knowledge of different conservation initiatives. 
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Figure 11. Level of support for different conservation initiatives. 
 
 

In terms of people’s knowledge of regulations of the Koror State conservation areas, 8% 

of respondents reported they had knowledge of all the allowable activities in the MPAs, 

while 54% say they know some of the regulations, and 38% said they knew none of the 

regulations regarding their MPAs.  

 

In regards to participation in outreach activities in Koror, 54% of the residents indicated 

their household members had never participated in any outreach activities related to 

conservation areas, whereas 39% of the respondents had participated in some form of 

outreach activity. Only 6.5% indicated they, or a member of their household, have been 

involved in or participated in all activities related to the conservation areas in Koror 

State.  
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The most common method of communication from which respondents gained 

knowledge of the Koror State conservation areas is through the use of education plans 

and student education programs (77%), printed awareness materials (43%), fact sheets 

(38%) and others (radio, community meetings, TV broadcasts, internet, etc.) (16%).  

 

Perceptions of Conservation Areas  

As one of the main objectives, respondents were asked questions regarding their 

perceptions of the impacts of the conservation areas to their livelihood. On average, 

23% of respondents perceived no impacts to their livelihoods as a result of the MPA. 

While 32.5% of the respondents reported they do not know whether or not these factors 

affected their livelihood in any way (Table 6). Refer to table 6 for more details on 

livelihood factors and respondents’ perceived impacts of the MPA on livelihood factors.  

 

Table 6. The perceived impact of the Marine Protected Areas on livelihood factors (bold 

denotes highest percent for each variable listed in the first column). 

Statements 
Greatly 

increased 
Somewhat 
increased 

Not  
changed 

Somewhat 
decreased 

Greatly 
decreased 

Don’t 
know 

Overall quality of 
the marine 
environment 

9.4 29.0 24.5 8.4 3.9 24.8 

Abundance of fish 7.7 24.5 20 12.6 9.4 25.8 

Abundance of 
invertebrates 

4.5 16.4 23.5 13.2 10.6 31.8 

Size of fish 6.8 20.1 21.7 13.3 9.1 29.1 

Size of 
invertebrates 

4.8 14.1 25.4 12.5 8.7 34.4 

Availability of food 
from fish 

4.5 22.4 23.4 16.9 9.1 23.7 

Availability of food 
from invertebrates 

4.2 12.3 24.5 15.2 9.7 34.2 

Spiritual and 
cultural amenity 

2.9 10.4 19.4 5.8 5.2 56.3 
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Finally, respondents were asked to reflect on a series of statements related to the 

overall impact and progress of the conservation area on improving livelihood outcomes. 

These attitudinal statements were placed on a scale of 0 (do not agree) to 4 (very 

strongly agree). Respondents could also select ‘don’t know’. The results are illustrated 

in Table 7. 

Respondents indicated they either strongly agreed (29.1%) or very strongly agreed 

(32%) that their community benefited from the conservation area. In addition, 

respondents reported that they strongly agreed (34.4%) or very strongly agreed (24.8%) 

that the MPA has positive environmental benefits. Finally, in terms of economic benefits 

deriving from the MPAs, 25.2% say they strongly agreed with this statement, while 23% 

very strongly agreed. A quarter of the respondents (25.3%) reported they do not know 

whether or not the conservation areas have had any cultural or spiritual impacts to their 

livelihoods. Furthermore, Koror respondents indicated that they very strongly (32%) or 

strongly agree (33%) with the idea that “closing off certain areas will lead to better 

preservation of natural resources. Further details can be found in Table 7.  
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Table 7. Attitudinal statements related to the Conservation Areas (bold denotes highest percent 

for each variable listed in the first column). 

Statements Very strongly 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

Moderately 
agree 

Agree 
a little 

Do not 
agree 

Don’t 
know 

Overall, the Conservation 
Area(s) has been 
beneficial to our 
community 

32 29.1 14.6 14.6 2.9 6.8 

I often see or hear about 
illegal entry or taking of 
resources from the 
Conservation Area(s) 

18.2 21.4 19.5 21.4 8.4 11 

There is adequate 
enforcement of the rules of 
the Conservation Area(s) 

16.2 21.7 20.1 21.4 13.9 6.8 

There is adequate 
monitoring of the natural 
resources in our 
community 

10.4 18.8 25.2 19.4 11.7 10.4 

There have been positive 
livelihood benefits due to 
the Conservation Area(s) 

22 24.7 19.3 16 5.7 12.3 

There have been positive 
economic benefits due to 
the Conservation Area(s) 

22.9 25.2 18.6 13.7 7.2 12.4 

There have been positive 
cultural and spiritual 
benefits due to the 
Conservation Area(s) 

17.4 19.1 17.1 13.2 7.9 25.3 

There have been positive 
environmental benefits 
due to the Conservation 
Area(s) 

24.8 34.4 16.2 11.9 3 9.6 

Everyone benefits equally 
from the Conservation 
Area(s) 

16.7 19.3 15.4 19 14.4 15.1 

If we want to preserve our 
natural resources then 
‘closing off’ certain areas 
are necessary 

32.1 33.1 14.6 9.4 2.9 7.8 
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Key Informant Interviews 

While resident interviews are useful in gathering important data, it is also important to 

conduct key informant interviews in order to get relevant information regarding the work 

that is involved in sustaining the conservation areas. Furthermore, key informants 

included community members who are fishermen, traditional and state leaders, and 

Koror conservation officials.  

The key informants were very supportive of their conservation areas. However, they felt 

that there are some issues that need to be addressed, which includes more outreach 

activities to the public, stronger enforcement, and better training and capacity building 

for conservation and enforcement officers. With more public outreach, they believe that 

the residents of Koror State will be aware and knowledgeable of the conservation areas, 

and be more supportive of these areas and their protection. Some key informants 

reported that, currently, most of the participants of outreach activities are members of 

the Koror State Youth Council (KSYC). They feel it is a good start, but it is also 

important to include the elder members of the community to ensure total awareness and 

support for conservation programs. Some suggested that the State should conduct 

monthly meetings with the community members to ensure they are actively participating 

in conservation initiatives and remain aware of the work being done. By doing this, they 

hope that more community members will be more willing to support the work that Koror 

State is putting into the protection and conservation of these protected areas, and 

become more aware of the benefits to the community. Finally, key informants were also 

very vocal in the need for the enforcement of regulations to be strengthened. Most of 

them would like the conservation officers and rangers to participate in trainings and 
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other capacity building programs in order to improve upon their work and ensure the 

adequate monitoring and protection of the MPAs in Koror.  

Most of the key informants discussed the benefits of the conservation areas. These 

benefits were mostly attributed to the tourism industry, which is based mostly in the 

state of Koror. The residents of Koror see the economic benefits of the RISL, and in 

part, are very supportive because it provides jobs to the people of Koror.  However, the 

fact that the RISL is a tourist hub, there are some environmental issues that were 

mentioned. Many of the complaints were in regards to tourism activities such as sport 

fishing, snorkelling and diving. The complaints centered around the perception that 

tourists were not conscious of their impacts to the environment such as touching and 

breaking corals. With these complaints, they also suggested the improvements of the 

tourism regulations to be more stringent on the enforcement end to make sure that they 

are being followed in order to preserve our natural resources.  

Local Management Plan 

The survey respondents were asked a series of state specific questions that pertain 

only to Koror State. This included questions asking if they can list the names of the 

conservation areas that they know (Figure 12) and whether they knew the boundaries of 

these conservation areas (Figure 13). More than three-quarters (79%) of the 

respondents knew of Ngederrak Conservation Area, while 69% knew Ngemelis Island 

Complex, 63% knew Ngerukewid Islands Wildlife Preserve, and 52% knew 

Ngerumekaol Spawning Area (Figure 12). However, though they knew where the 
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general locations of the conservation areas were, most of the respondents did not know 

the exact boundaries of these MPAs (Figure 13).  

 

Figure 12. Knowledge of Koror State conservation areas 

 

Figure 13. Knowledge of Koror State conservation areas boundary 
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Finally, respondents were asked to rate their levels of agreement to a variety of 

statements regarding the management of fisheries within the RISL. Most respondents 

did not express negative feedback on all the statements concerning fisheries and the 

RISL. About 44% of the respondents remained neutral on the statement “The RISL is 

managed well”, while 30.8% agreed to the statement. Furthermore, 36.5% were neutral 

and 36.9% agreed to the notion that regulating fisheries in the RISL is beneficial to 

Koror residents’ livelihoods. Additionally, about 35.7% agreed that there is more fish in 

the RISL as a result of fisheries regulations, while 39.9% expressed neutrality on the 

statement. Finally, 34.5% of the Koror State respondents agreed that fishing zones are 

beneficial to fisheries management, while 35.2% were neutral on that point. For more 

detailed information, refer to table 8 below.  

Table 8. Levels of agreement to statements specific to the RISL in Koror State (bold denotes 

highest percent for each variable listed in the first column) 

Statements 

Strongly 

Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

The Rock Islands Southern 

Lagoon (RISL) is managed well. 
6.1 9.2 44.4 30.8 9.5 

Regulating the fisheries in the 

RISL is beneficial to our 

livelihood. 

5.1 2.4 36.5 36.9 19.1 

Regulating the fisheries in the 

RISL has resulted in more fish in 

the RISL. 

5.2 5.2 39.9 35.7 14.1 

Having fishing zones in the RISL 

is beneficial to our fisheries 

management. 

6.1 2.4 35.2 34.5 21.8 
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Discussion 

One of the main purposes of this study was to gather important and relevant information 

from the community and present them to stakeholders and managers of the 

conservation areas in order to effectively and efficiently manage their resources. From 

this socioeconomic study, there were five interesting findings: (1) overall knowledge and 

support of conservation initiatives; (2) medium knowledge of MPAs and their 

boundaries; (3) limited participation in outreach activities and decision-making 

processes; (4) neutrality on fisheries regulation in RISL; and (5) low perceptions of 

overall impacts of conservation areas to residents’ livelihoods.  

First, the Koror State residents were quite knowledgeable of the conservation initiatives 

- PAN, bul, and state conservation areas. More than 80% of the respondents knew of 

these three initiatives and about 84% of the respondents showed strong support for 

these initiatives. However, only 46% indicated having some knowledge of the MC, but 

62% of respondents showed median to extensive support for the MC despite lacking 

knowledge of it. This indicates that the outreach activities for the three initiatives are 

informative and the residents are aware of them. However, for the MC, more work 

needs to be done in order to ensure that the residents of Koror State become more 

aware of it. Second, Koror State has the nation’s oldest MPA, Ngerukewid Islands 

Wildlife Preserve, which has been protected since the 1956 under national legislation. 

Similarly, the Ngerumekaol Spawning Area has been protected from fishing since 1999 

and became part of the PAN in 2006. Though these MPAs have been around for a long 

time, about 42% of the residents in Koror did not know about them. The only MPA that 

residents were knowledgeable about is the Ngederrak Conservation Area. This is most 
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likely due to the extensive campaign led by RARE in 2012-2014. Furthermore, in terms 

of boundaries, most respondents were not able to indicate the MPA boundaries. This 

points to the need for better education and outreach campaigns to the community 

members.  

Furthermore, as seen in both the survey results and in the key informant interviews, 

there is limited participation among community members in outreach activities and 

decision-making processes for conservation programs in Koror State. Communications 

and outreach have proven to be an effective tool in keeping community members aware 

and supportive of conservation work. It is important to always include the community in 

decision-making processes for something that will undoubtedly affect them. Thus, 

reaching out to the community to join a meeting regarding conservation initiatives will go 

a long way in supporting the States’ efforts in conservation. One of the highlights of the 

Koror State Youth Council (KSYC) is that the program and its participants are actively 

engaging the Koror State youth in activities like sports. Using this momentum of 

engagement, it is not difficult to educate the youth on the state’s conservation areas and 

the importance of conservation. Educating kids not only raises their awareness, but also 

helps raise awareness in their home - as was once proven with the “A Uel A Sechelid” 

campaign. Thus, not only is it crucial to include children in outreach campaigns, adults 

should also be included to ensure full participation in conservation activities.  

Moreover, residents expressed either neutral or slight agreement towards fisheries 

regulations within the RISL. Concurrently, residents reported little reliance on self-

caught fish, and were more reliant on fish bought at the local markets. This is a positive 

point, as neutrality shows that the residents are not opposed to having fisheries 
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regulations implemented in the RISL. Though there was not a strong agreement 

towards implementing fisheries regulations in the RISL, residents were in agreement 

that it is important to have such regulations. Also, this neutrality and the fact that there is 

not a strong reliance on self-caught fish, in terms of zoning and no-take zones, 

residents will not be majorly opposed to these kinds of decisions.  

Finally, the result of residents’ perceptions of impacts of MPAs on livelihood factors 

showed that they perceived no change (23%) or no knowledge (33.5%) of any changes 

as a result of MPAs in their state (Table 6). This shows that most residents were either 

not heavily dependent on marine resources or are unaware of the effects of 

conservation areas, thus their low perceptions of livelihood factors. This shows that 

outreach and education to the community is important, to keep them knowledgeable of 

what is going on and of any improvements to their state natural resources.  

Conclusion 

The results presented in this study serve as baseline socio-economic information for the 

protected areas in Koror State. Our findings illustrated the current socio-economic 

conditions and perceptions of community members in Koror, and can be used as a 

preliminary assessment on the effectiveness of protected area in improving livelihood 

outcomes. The main recommendations to Koror State Government and PAN from this 

study are: (1) engage all community members in outreach activities and decision-

making process, so they remain aware and knowledgeable on State’s processes of 

conservation; (2) educate community members on the state conservation areas and 

their boundaries; and (3) conduct meetings with community to share new and existing 
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regulations for the RISL and the changes within the conservation areas. In the end, 

continuous socio-economic monitoring is essential to capturing trends and changes 

over time and enable site managers and relevant stakeholders to adaptively manage 

the conservation areas in Palau.  
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Appendix 

PICRC HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE - KOROR STATE 
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CONSENT FORM FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 

Please check the following boxes 

Please check this box if you volunteer to participate in this survey involving a questionnaire designed to collect data from 

households. You have been informed that the survey will take approximately 30- 45 minutes and that no 

personal identifying information will be included in research results.  Data from the surveys will be stored 

securely.  

Please check this box if you wish to remain anonymous.  Regardless of anonymity, no personal identifying information 

will be included in research results.  Anonymous interviews will be coded as to the interviewee’s place of work, 

community, or stakeholder status. 

Please check this box if you wish to allow us to quote you and include your name in reports and publications to credit you, 

your knowledge, and your expertise with the information provided. 

Do you consent to audio taping during the survey or interview?  (Please check box) 

□ Yes     □ No 

Do you consent to photographs during the survey or interview?  (Please check box) 

□ Yes     □ No 

 

Interviewee Signature: ____________________________________ Date ________________ 

Surveyor Signature: _______________________________       Date   __________________ 
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HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE: PALAU INTERNATIONAL CORAL REEF CENTER 

 
Surveyed by: ______________________ Date:___________________ Survey Code:_________ 

 

State: _ Hamlet:___________________ 

A.   Who 
 
Ng 
techaou
ngerach
eler a 
delengc
hokl? 

B.  Age (in 
years)  

 
Ng 
telarekim
? 

C.   Have 
you always 
lived in this 
State?  
 
Kemeketek
etang el 
kieiertia el 
beluu? 

D. Marital Status 
 
 

Kebechiil? 

E. Highest level of 
formal education  
 
Kot el ngarbab el 
skuul el mtilobed 
erngii 

F. Highest 
level of 
practice of 
traditional 
knowledge  
 
Klemdengeie
r a siukang, 
klebelau me 
a        
klechibelau 

G. How do 
you 
predominatel
y earn an 
income? 

 
Uchul a 
klekerngem 

H. 
Citizenship  
 
Chad 
erker 

I.  Does your 
family own the 
land you live 
on?  
 
Tia el om 
kieierngii ng 
chetemem 

J. Participate in 
resource 
management 
planning and 
decision making  
 
Mlangaeraomesod
el me 
aomelchesel a 
llechul me a 
omengermelel a 
ngikel, cheled, 
blul el basio. 

1=‘Mal
e’ head 
of 
househ
old  
 
2=‘Fe
male 
head of 
househ
old’ 

 1 =Yes 
 

2=No, less 
than 1 year 

 
3 =No, 
between 1-
5 years 

 
4 =No, 
more 
than 5 
years 

1=Single  
 
2=Married  
 
3=Widow  
 
4=Divorced  
 
5=Other (specify) 

1=Up to 
elementary  
 
2=Up to high 
school  
 
3=Up to college or 
similar  
 
4=Up to university 
or similar  
 
5=None  
 
6=Other (specify) 

0= None 
Diak 

 
1=Some 
Medengei 
a bebil 

 
2= 
Extensive 
Dmolech 
el 
klemeden
gei 

 

1=No 
income  
2=Handicra
ft  
3=Fishing 
(catch 
and/or 
harvest)  
4=Farmer 
(crops, 
livestock)  
5=Private 
business  
6=Remittan
ces  
7=Land or 
house 
lease  
8=Governm
ent work 
9=Family 
custom  
10=Pension
/social 
security 
11=Other 
(specify) 

1=Pal
au  
 
2=Oth
er 
(specif
y) 

1=Yes  
 
2=No, 
lease 
from 
State 
Gov’t 
 
3=No, 
private 
rental 
 
4=No, 
informal 
agreement  
 
5=No, 
traditional 
arrangement 

0= Never 
Diak 

 
1= Seldom 
Derstang 

 
2= Sometimes 
Bebilrataem 

 
3= Often 
Oumesindratae
m 

 
4= Always 
Bek el taem 

1. Obtain the following information for the ‘interviewee’ - who is the ‘head of household’ (remember to aim for a gender 
balance, where possible). (PICRC1, MC2) 

 

SECTION ONE: Socio-demographics. Telengtengil a delengchokl. 
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ndicate how many people (adults and children), including yourself, live in your household, including their age group:  
Tetela el chad el uldimuklerkau a kieier a delengcheklem e dertelarekrir? (PICRC1, MC2) 

 Under 18 years old 18-29 years old 30-44 years old 45-59 years old 60 years old 
and higher 

TOTAL HH 
MEMBERS 

 
Number 

      

 

1. According to the question above, what is the size of your household?  
 

  ☐ 1 Small (1-2 people)  

 

  ☐ 2 Medium (3-5 people)  

 

  ☐ 3 Large (5+ people) 

 

 

2. What subsistent livelihood activities does your household participate in? Ngera el omenged me 
aomelngotaomoruuler a delengcheklem? (PI1, PI3, PI4) 

 
.: Do you or anyone else in your household do many of the following activities? If No, select ‘None’. If Yes, is 
this for money or food or both (select all that apply). And how often (on average over a year) ?Ng ngarngii a 
ngarer a delengcheklem el oumenged el melngot el di kall, ng makit a lechub e ngii el teblong? E a le 
ngarerngii e ng lochatela el taemera ta el rak? 

 
Complete this for all the other livelihood activities (harvest, farm crops and livestock). 

 

Catch (fish, turtles etc) 

 

☐0 None 

Harvest (invertebrates) 

 

☐0 None 

Farm crops 

 

☐0 None 

Livestock 

 

 

☐0 None 

For 
$ 

For 
food 

How often 
(on av./yr) 

For 
$ 

For 
food 

How often (on 
av./yr) 

For 
$ 

For 
food 

Area 
(acres) 

For 
$ 

For 
food 

How many 
(on av./yr) 

 

☐1 

 

☐2 

 
 _  

 

☐1 

 

☐2 

 
 _  

 

☐1 

 

☐2 

 
 _  

 

☐1 

 

☐2 

 
 _  

Both 
1= daily   
2= weekly  
3= monthly 
4= 6 months+ 

Both 
1=daily    
2=weekly 
3=monthly  
4=6 months+ 

Both 
1=  
<0.25 
2=  0.25- 1 
3=  >1 

Both 

1= 1-5 
2= 6-10 
3= >10 

☐3 ☐3 ☐3 ☐3 

 
 

3. What is the monthly income level of your household? Ng lochatelangauldekial a kerrekerngem me a rebek el 
mengerker el kieier a delengcheklemer a chelsel a ta el buil? (PI4) 

 

Less than 
500$Mekesaier a 

500 

500- 

1,000$ 

1,001- 

1,500$ 

1,501- 

2,000$ 

2,001- 

2,500$ 

More than 
2,500$ 

Betoker a 
2,500 

Do not wish to 
say 

Diak el soal el 
ouchais 

☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 ☐6 ☐7 

 

4. Have the Conservation Area(s) changed your household income or household expenses? Aika el blul el basio, ng ngarerngii a 
blalngedechiier a klungel a kerrekerngem me aomengitemer a udoud? (PI4) 

SECTION TWO: Livelihood Activities and Income. Omenged, Omelngot me aOmengerker 
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o If No, mark ‘not changed’ box 
o If Yes, has it increased or decreased your household income/expenses? Greatly/Somewhat? 

 

 Don’t Know  
Ng ngaukai 

Greatly 
Decreased 
Kmalmlang

manget 

Somewhat 
Decreased Mla 

ngmanget 

Not  
ChangedDia

k a mla 
mengodech 

Somewhat 
Increased 

Ngarer 
ngii 

Greatly 
Increased 
Kmalklou 

Household income. 
Kerrekerngel a 
delengchokl ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Household expenses. 
Omengitel a udouder a 
delengchokl ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

 

5. Indicate where your household’s food supply comes from, how often it is sourced, and if this is different compared to five years 
ago: Kamouchais el kmo a kaller a delengcheklem ng ngarker el mei, e merames ng mekudem a ngeiul/skel, e ngodech a 
lechub e ng di osisiu me aeim el raker a mla me mong? (PI2) 

 

 Now - how often 

chelechang el taem - kudem 

Compared to five years ago 

Eim el raker a mla me mong 

 None 
Diak 

Little 
Merames 

Moderate 
Klebech 

A lot 
Mekud
em 

Less 
Mekesai 

Same 
Osisiu 

More 
Betok 

Household grown crops 

and/or vegetables 

Sers er a ongraol me a 
yasai 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

Local market crops and/or 

vegetables 

Ongraol me a yasaier a makit 
(delomeler Belau) 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

Imported crops and/or 
vegetables 
Ongraol me a yasai el 
ngareraikrel Belau el mei 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

Self-caught marine 
resources Oumenged ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

Local market marine 
resources 
Ngikel me a cheleder a 
makit 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

Imported marine 
resources 
Ngikel me a cheled el 
ngareraikrel Belau el mei 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

Local freshwater 
resources Usbechel 
a ralm ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

SECTION THREE: Food and Water Security.  Ulekerreuil a Kall me a Ralm 
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Local land animals (pigs, birds, 
fruit bats) 
Odoim el charm er a beluu( 
babii, charm el suebek, 
olik) 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

Locally produced 
livestock 
Kerbou, kaming me a 
babiier a sers 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

Imported livestock (meat) Tech 
er a kerbou, kaming el 
mlaeraikrel a Belau 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

Imported processed or 
canned foods from shop 
Kansumeer a stouang 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

Other 

 
Kuk bebil 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 

 

 
 

 

☐ Select this box if the following questions are not applicable 
 
✓ =  0 
Blank = 1 

 

6. Which methods do you and/or members of your household use to catch or harvest? Ng ngera el teletaeleraomenged a 
omngarerngii, kau me a rebek el chad er a delengcheklem? (select all that apply) (PI3) 

 

☐ Glean 

Omelai el cheled 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Spear (walking) 

Omurch (di merael) 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Spear (diving) 

Melechelbakl 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Spear (canoe) 

Oltoir (a uel) Melkelikes (omurch a 
chemang me a ngikel) 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Hand line  
MengereelOmedesakl 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Rod and reel 

Mengereel obang a sao 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Trap 

Omub (ngikel me a chemang) 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Cast net 

Omuked 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Gill net 

Mengesokes 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Bottom fishing  
Mengereeler a dmolech 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Trolling 

Mengetakl 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Other  _  
 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

 

7. Over the past year, list up to three locations that you and/or members of your household most frequented for catch or harvest, 
and indicate if these sites are different to where you most frequented five years ago? Please try and keep these locations quite 
general and broad. A chelseltia el mlomerek el rak, e ngera a kldei el basio el kau me arkieier a delengcheklem a blechoel 
el moer a cheierngii. E aika el basio ng ngodech a lechub ng osisiuer a basio el oblaer a cheierngiier a cheim el raker a 
mla me mong? (PI3) 

   

 

The following questions are only applicable if the interviewee and/or members of their household go 

out to the ocean to catch or harvest (if not, move to the end of Question10) 
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Location 

Compared to five years ago 

Same 

Osisiu 

Different 

Ngodech 

 ☐1 ☐2 

 ☐1 ☐2 

 ☐1 ☐2 

8. Over the past year, list the most popular marine animals your household collectively caught or harvested, how many, and 
indicate if the number of marine animals caught are the same or different compared to five years ago? Tia el mlomerek el rak, 
ng ngera el ngikel, cheled me a charm er a kereker (daob) aoblechoel el melai? E lochamleuangeraildisel? E betok ng 
mekesaier a cheim el raker a mla me mong? (PI3) 

Catch Compared to five years ago Harvest Compared to five years ago 

Name 

Ngakl 

Number 

Ildois 

Same type 

Osisiu el 
bedengel 

Different type 
Kakerous el 

bedengel 

Name 

Ngakl 

Number 

Ildois 

Same type 
Osisiu el 
bedengel 

Different type 

Kakerous el 
bedengel 

  ☐1 ☐2   ☐1 ☐2 

  ☐1 ☐2   ☐1 ☐2 

  ☐1 ☐2   ☐1 ☐2 

  ☐1 ☐2   ☐1 ☐2 

  ☐1 ☐2   ☐1 ☐2 

 

9. Are there any threats to catch or harvest? Ng ngarngii a sebecheluchul e ng monguemedaika el ngikel, cheled me a charm 
er a kereker (daob)? (PI3, PI11) 

☐0    No 

☐1    Yes                Can you list up to two top threats? Ng sebechem el masech a teblong     

  1. ___________________________________________ 

    2. ___________________________________________                                                                                                                            

     

    Can you list up to two top solutions? Ng sebechem el masech a teblong el sebecheklel? 

☐ Select this box if the following questions are not applicable 
 

✓ =  0 
Blank = 1 

   1.___________________________________________ 

    2.___________________________________________ 

 

10. Over the past year, which crops did your household collectively grow? (select all that apply) Tia el mlomerek el rak e ngera el 
dellomelaomullalem? (PI3) 

☐ Taro 

Dait/Brak 
 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Coconut 

Lius 
 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Garden vegetables 

Yasai 
 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

   

 

The following questions are only applicable if the interviewee and/or members of their household 

grow crops (if not, move to Question 15) 
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☐ Tapioca 

Diokang 
 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Sweet potato 

Chemutii 
 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Fruit trees 

Rodech 
 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Betel nut 

Buuch 

 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐  

Other  _  

 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

 

 

11. Over the past year, what percentage of each input did your household use on its crops? (Select all that apply to add up to 100% 
or if None then put 0%) Tia el mlomerek el rak e ngera el koeas e uangerang a klungel (tela el basent) 
aomuluusbecheraomelalem a dellomel? (PI3) 

 

Fertilisers 

Animal manure 

Dechil a charm 

 

Inorganic fertiliser (chemicals) 

Koeaser a Ngebard 
 

Green manure (weeds) or compost 

Ramk 
 

Seagrasses 

Char 

 

Other  _   

 100% 

 

12. Over the past year, have any pesticides been used on your household crops? Tia el mlomerek el rak, ng ngarerngii a spray 
er a charm er a dellomel el blamousbecher a dellemelem? (PI3) 

 

☐0 No 
Diak 

☐1 Yes 
Choi 

 
 

13. Are there any threats to farming crops? Ng ngarerngiiauchul e ng mosmecher a lechub e ng mad a dellemelem? (PI3, 
PI11) 

☐0    No 

☐1    Yes                Can you list up to two top threats? Ng sebechem el masech a teblong? 

    1.__________________________________________ 

    2.__________________________________________                                                                                                                              

     

    Can you list up to two top solutions? Ng sebechem el masech a teblong el      

 sebecheklel? 

   1.__________________________________________ 

    2.__________________________________________ 

 

14. Over the past year, what percentage of the total amount of catch and harvest, and crops grown by your household would be for 
the following purposes (select all that apply to add up to 100% or if None then put 0%): Tia el mlomerek el rak, ng tela el 
basenter a cheldmiu me a dellemeliu a mousbechalleraika el teletael el belduklereou(PI3): 

 

Catch Harvest Crops 
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Eating 

Blengur 

 Eating 

Blengur 

 Eating 

Blengur 

 

Selling 

Makit 

 Selling 

Makit 

 Selling 

Makit 

 

Giving Away 

Omekang 

 Giving Away 

Omekang 

 Giving Away 

Omekang 

 

Family Custom 

Mechesang 

 Family Custom 

Mechesang 

 Family Custom 

Mechesang 

 

 100%  100%  100% 

 

 

15. Indicate where your household water comes from: (select all that apply) Aimeliu el ralm ng ngarker el mei? (PI5) 
 

 

☐ 

Stream or river 

Omoachel 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Household rainwater tank 

Tank er a blai 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Village wells or taps 

Chidoer a beluu 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Spring 

Madedok 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Village rainwater tanks 

Tank er a buai 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Other  _  

Kuk bebil 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

 
 

16. Does your household have access to safe drinking water and/or access to water for general use? A delengcheklem ng 
ngarngii a rolelaungil el ralm el ilumel me a dousbecher a blai el me erngii? (PI5) 

 

Safe drinking water 

Ungililumel el ralm 

General use water 

Ralm el dousbech 

No 
Diak 

☐0 No 
Diak 

☐0 

Yes 
Choi 

☐1 Yes 
Choi 

☐1 

Sometimes 

Al Bebil 
☐2 Sometimes 

Al Bebil 
☐2 

 
 

17. Which of the following have you heard of? (select all that apply) Kemlaremenges a chisel aika el belduklereou? 
Mlechaolangcheraike el rokui el modengei. (MC8) 

 

☐ Micronesia Challenge 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Protected Areas Network 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Bul 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ State Conservation Area(s) 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

 
 

18. Can you list the allowable activities in the Conservation Area(s)? Ng sebechem el masech a sebeched el meruuler a chelsel 
a blul el basioer a beluam. (MC8) 

 

☐0 No, none of them 

Diak 
☐1 Yes, some of them 

Choi, medengei a bebil 
☐2 Yes, all of them 

Choi, medengei el rokui 

 

SECTION FOUR: Views on the Conservation Area(s)/ (Klemedengei me aOsengemer a Blul el Basio) 
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19. Do you know why the Conservation Area(s) in your State were established? Kemedengei el kmo ng ngerauchul e ng 
mlekedmokl a blul el basioer a beluam? (MC8) 

 

☐0 No 

Diak 
☐1 Yes 

Choi 

   

 

20. Indicate your level of knowledge about the purpose of each of the following: Mleliang a olangch el olechotel a delechel a 
klemedengeierkaueraika el belduklereou: (MC8) 

 

 No knowledge 
Diakkudengei 

Limited 
knowledge 

Oumededenger 
 

Medium level of 
knowledge 

Medengei a bebil 

High level of 
knowledge 

Medengei a 

betok 

Extensive level of 
knowledge 
Dmolech el 

klemedengei 

Micronesia Challenge ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

Protected Areas Network ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

Bul ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

State Conservation Area(s) ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

 
 

21. Have you and/or any members of your household seen, read and/or participated in any outreach or awareness activities related 
to the Conservation Area(s)? Ng mla ta el om mesangkeoiuii, kengarer a miting me a lechub a cheldecheduch el 
olisechakl a teletelel a blul el basioer a beluam? (MC8) 

 

☐0 No, none of them 

Dirkak 
☐1 Yes, some of them 

Mlangarer a bebil 
☐2 Yes, many of them 

Kmalbetok 

 

If Yes, select which ones (select all that apply): A le ngarerngii, e mlechaolangcher a ngiieraika el belduklereou. 

 

☐ Fact sheets 

Babierer a sodel a charm, 
dellomel, basio, me a bebil 
el tekoier a science el kirel a 
blul el basio 

 
✓ =  1 

Blank = 0 

☐ Student field education programs Omesarch 
me aomesuuber a skuul 
 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Other  _  

 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Awareness print materials 
Babier el mesaod, omeklatk e 
omeketakl a teletelel me a 
llechul a blul el basio 
 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

☐ Education and/or Awareness Plans Plan me 
a lechub e ng babier el smaod a telbiil, 
ureor, okedmeklel, omengkerengel, me 
aosisecheklel a blul el basio. 
 

✓ =  1 
Blank = 0 

 
 

22. Indicate your level of support for each of the following: Kaumleliangaolangcher a kmokoumerang e oldubech a ika el 
belduklereou: (MC9) 
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 Do not support  
Diak 

kuumerang me a 
kakuldubech 

Limited support 
Diaksa el 

oumerang e 
oldubech 

Medium level of 
support 

Kuumerang e 
oldubech 

High level of 
support 

Kmaloumerang e 
oldubech 

Extensive level of 
support 

Dmolech el 
klaumerang e 

oldubech 

Micronesia Challenge ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

Protected Areas Network ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

Bul ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

State Conservation Area (s) ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

 

23. Do you think the Marine Protected Area (s) have changed the following for your household? A blul el basioer a kerker, 
ngarngii a blalngedechiier a delengcheklem? (PI4) 

 

o If No, mark ‘not changed’ box. A lak e mleliangaolangcher a “dirkak a mengodech” 
o If Yes, has it increased or decreased the items listed? Greatly/Somewhat? A le ngarerngii e 

mleliangaolangcher a klungel a mlamengodecheraika el belduklereou. 
 

 Don’t Know  
 

Ngaukai 

Greatly 
Decreased 
Kmalklou a 

blalosengesii 

Somewhat 
Decreased  

 
Telkibmlaong

esngesii 

Not Changed  
 

Dirkak a 
mengodech 

Somewhat 
Increased  

 
Telkib el 

klou 

Greatly 
Increased  
Kmalklou 

Overall quality of the marine environment 

Klungiolel a kerker ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Abundance of fish 

Ildisel a ngikel ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Abundance of invertebrates 

Ildisel a cheled ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Size of fish 

Meklungel a ngikel ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Size of invertebrates 

Meklungel a cheled ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Availability of food from fish 

Ildisel a odoim el ngikel ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Availability of food from invertebrates 

Ildisel a kall el cheled ☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Spiritual and cultural amenity Nglsecheklel a 
klebelau me a tekoi el chelid 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 
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24. If applicable, do you think that the Terrestrial Conservation Area (s) have changed the following for your household? 
Aomomdasu e a blul el basioer a beluu ng ngarngii a bla el ngedechiier a delengcheklem? (MC1, PI1, PI2, PI7) 

o If No, mark ‘not changed’ box. A lak e mleliaolangcher a “Dirkak a mengodech” 
o If Yes, has it increased or decreased the items listed for your household?Greatly/Somewhat? A le 

ngarerngii e mlechaolangcher a klungel a mlamengodecheraika el belduklereou: 

 

 Not 
applicable 

Don’t 
Know 

Ngaukai 

Greatly 
DereasedKma

lklou a 
blalosengesii 

Somewhat 
Decreased 

Telkibmlaong
esngesii 

Not Changed 
Dirkak a 

mengodech 

Somewhat 
Increased 
Telkib el 

klou 

Greatly 
Increased 

Kmal 
klou 

Overall quality of the terrestrial 
environment 

Klungiolel a beluu 

☐ 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Abundance of fruit bats 

Ildisel a olik 
☐ 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Abundance of medicinal plants 

Ildisel a dellomel el kar 
☐ 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Abundance of building materials 

Ildisel a klalo el kerrekar 
☐ 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Size of fruit bats 

Meklungel a olik 
☐ 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Size of building materials 

Meklungel a klalo el kerrekar 
☐ 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Availability of farm food (crops) Ildisel a 
delomel el kall (ongraol me a yasai) 

☐ 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Quality of public freshwater 

Klungiolel a ralmer a beluu 
☐ 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Quantity of public freshwater 

Ildisel a ralmer a beluu 
☐ 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Spiritual and cultural amenity 
Nglsecheklel a klebelau me a tekoi 
el chelid 

☐ 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 
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25. Indicate if you agree (and the level to which you do) with the below statements: Mleliang a olangch el kmokekongei a lechub 
e ng diaker a ika el belduklereou: (PI3, PI11,MC4) 

 

Statements 
Tekoi 

Don’t 
knowDiakKu

dengei 

Do not agree  
Diak 

moldubech 

Agree a 
littleOumededengei 

Moderately 
agree 

Ouralmsils 

Strongly 
agree 
Choi 

akkongei 

Very strongly 
agree 

Ak mal mui 
el kongei 

Overall, the Conservation Area(s) has been 
beneficial to our community. Aika el blul el 
basioangarerngii al reliier a beluad. 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

I often see or hear about illegal entry or 
taking of resources from the Conservation 
Area(s). 
Akblechoelmesterir e remenges a 
chisiraremosoiseb me a re melemall a 
llechul a blul el basio. 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

There is adequate enforcement of the rules of 
the Conservation Area(s). Ng ungilaotutel a 
llechul a blul el basio. 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

There is adequate monitoring of the natural 
resources in our community. Ng ungil a 
klekerngel a dikesel a beluu. 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

There have been positive livelihood benefits 
due to the Conservation Area(s). Aika el 
blul el basioauchul a ungilomenged, 
omelngot, omengerker me a ungil el 
klengar. 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

There have been positive economic 
benefits due to the Conservation Area(s). 
Aika el blul el basio a dirrek el 
uchul a ungilkerruul el me er a beluu. 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

There have been positive cultural and spiritual 
benefits due to the Conservation Area(s). A 
blul el basioauchul a ngesecheklel a 
klebelau me a tekoi el chelid. 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

There have been positive environmental 
benefits due to the Conservation Area 
(s). Aika el blul el basio a mesa 
klungiolel a beluu me a kerker. 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

Everyone benefits equally from the 
Conservation Area(s). 
A klungiaol el mengaieraika el blul el basio 
a tabesul e oberk el moer a dertang el chad 
er a beluu. 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 

If we want to preserve our natural 
resources then ‘closing off’ certain areas is 
necessary. Al sekum e ng soad el 
mengeluoluo a dikesed e ng kired el 
osimer/omul a bebiler a basio. 

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 ☐5 
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1. Can you tell us the name of the State Conservation Areas? Ke medengelii a ngklel a conservation 
area me a lechub e ng blul el basio er kemiu?  

 

(only select ‘Yes’ if they correctly state it) 

 

Conservation Area Yes No 

Ngerukewid Islands Wildlife Preserve (PAN) ☐1 ☐0 

Ngerumekaol Spawning Area (PAN) ☐1 ☐0 

Ngemelis Islands Conservation Zone (State) ☐1 ☐0 

Ngkisaol Sardine Sanctuary (State) ☐1 ☐0 

Ngederrak Reef Area (State) ☐1 ☐0 

Ngerkebesang Conservation Zone (State) ☐1 ☐0 

 

2.  Do you know the official boundaries for these State Conservation Areas? Ke medengelii a kerrengsel tia el blul el 
basio el kmo ng nga er ker el mo er ker?  

 

(only select ‘Yes’ if they correctly state it) 

 

Conservation Area Yes No 

Ngerukewid Islands Wildlife Preserve (PAN) ☐1 ☐0 

Ngerumekaol Spawning Area (PAN) ☐1 ☐0 

Ngemelis Islands Conservation Zone (State) ☐1 ☐0 

Ngkisaol Sardine Sanctuary (State) ☐1 ☐0 

Ngederrak Reef Area (State) ☐1 ☐0 

Ngerkebesang Conservation Zone (State) ☐1 ☐0 

 

3. Do you support the official boundaries for these State Conservation Areas? Ke medengelii a kerrengsel tia el blul el 
basio el kmo ng nga er ker el mo er ker?  

 

☐1 Yes        ☐0  No 

SECTION FIVE: State Specific  
KOROR STATE 
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4.  Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements:  

 

Statements Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral  Agree Strongly 

Agree 

The Rock Islands 

Southern Lagoon 

(RISL) is managed 

well.  

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

Regulating the 

fisheries in the RISL 

is beneficial to our 

livelihood.  

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

Regulating the 

fisheries in the RISL 

has resulted in more 

fish in the RISL.  

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

Having fishing zones 

in the RISL is 

beneficial to our 

fisheries 

management.  

☐0 ☐1 ☐2 ☐3 ☐4 

 

 

 

If there are any other comments, please write them here: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank you for participating in our survey! 


